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if you need help please visit the forum for your operating system. By using this software you are agree that you are using this
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owners.Q: Windows API: Create an array of strings that is preserved on a clipboard I'm trying to create a clipboard object that,

given a plain array of strings, returns the clipboard contents in that order. Using GetClipboardData() works fine for a single
string, but it returns an array of characters, not strings. Reading the MSDN page for the clipboard object, it seems like the only
array type supported by GetClipboardData is either CHAR or BYTE. I can't find any way to declare an array of strings using
the above, although I can do it with an array of CHAR or BYTE by casting the array. (I'm not sure if that's safe.) Is there an

API that allows me to create a "string array" object and cast it to an array of plain strings, or an API that lets me get the
clipboard data as an array of plain strings? A: GetClipboardData returns a zero-terminated array of characters. Windows

doesn't have arrays of strings, but does have arrays of "arrays of characters" (TCHAR). Once you know how to work with that
you can use it to create the array of strings you want. HALIFAX—Police are warning the public not to be alarmed after a

27-year-old man was stabbed multiple times in Dartmouth, N.S. At around 10 p.m. Sunday, Halifax Regional Police received
several 911 calls about a man who was
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